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Textbook version of DNA condensation

http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/epigenomics/epigeneticmechanisms.asp

Chromatin “epigenetics”

closed

open

+ chromatin modifying complex
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Chromatin “epigenetics”: chromatin remodeling

Nature Structural & Molecular Biology  12, 732 - 733 (2005)

Chromatin “epigenetics”: histone modifications

Regulation of Chromatin Structure

from Workman G&D 2006 review
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S. cerevisiae as great model organism

• Genomic stability/recombination balance

• Fully sequenced
• Two mating types

• Many phenotypes (sugar use, aa biosynth, mating type)

• Quick growth
• Easy/cheap growth

• Techniques to manipulate (molecular biology)

• Evolutionary conservation with more complex eukaryotes

S. cerevisiae nucleosomes: made from histones
Protein Gene
H2A HTA2/HTA1 (Histone Two A)

H2B HTB2/HTB1 (Histone Two B)

H3 HHT1/HHT2 (Histone H Three)

H4 HHF1/HHF2 (Histone H Four)

dimer

dimer
x2

+ linker histone
H1 (encoded by HHO1)
+ histone variants, e.g.

H2AZ (encoded by HTZ1)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/mmdb/mmdbsrv.cgi?form=6&db=t&Dopt=s&uid=17269

SAGA: a histone modifying complex

19 proteins, only 6 are essential for viability

or

Spt-Ada-Gcn5-acetyltransferase
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Biochemical ID of SAGA as histone modifier
SAGA: Spt-Ada-Gcn5-acetyltransferase complex

G&D (1997) 11:1640

20 liters of yeast

SPT: suppressor of Ty element insertions
Transposable elements = Ty

~6kb long, with 300 bp repeats called delta elements

no growth on -his

select for growth on -his
“spt” mutants

Genetics (1984) 107:179

Gal4
VP16

Gal4 binding site

promoter

GTFs

ADA: transcriptional adaptor

Cell (1992) 70:251

GAL4-VP16 = toxic chimera

Gal4 (DNA binding domain) + VP16 (HSV activation patch)

proposed adaptor complex

no growth

select for growth
“ada” mutants
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GCN5: general control nonderepressible
“general control” = amino acid starvation--> derepression of

many biosynthetic genes by Gcn4

EMBO J. (1992) 11: 4145

“Thus, GCN5 is a new member of the recently revealed
general class of transcriptional regulators that collaborate
with certain specific DNA binding activators to promote high
levels of transcription.”

+ high [Gcn4]

minimal media minimal media
+3AT (= aa starved)

TAF: TBP associated factors

TIBS (1996) 21:338
lotslittleIn vitro transcript?

+-----TAFs
++TBP
++TF (hunchback)
++TF (bicoid)

Expt 2Expt 1Component

Expt 1 Expt 2

TFIID

Less well-characterized SAGA subunits

X
your favorite gene

selectable marker
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Selecting yeast transformants

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/bv.fcgi?rid=mboc4.figgrp.810

from
Molecular
Biology of the
Cell, 4th ed

Summary

“epigenetics” = chromatin modifiers = remodelers/histone modifiers

S. cerevisiae SAGA complex

Spt-Ada-Gcn5-acetyltransferase+TAFs

Selecting yeast transformants


